
Meeting Minutes 
 
Date:  June 18, 2014 
By: Jean Davids, Secretary Monticello Camera Club 
 
There were 17 members in attendance. Steve Huss could not attend so Jean Davids led the 
meeting. 
 
Started the night with the collection of dues by our Treasurer, Ken Kvam. 
 
We then displayed the June assignment photos for “What’s in Your Park - Flora and Fauna”. 
Thank you all for your contributions for viewing. 
 
Carol Heesen then did an excellent job at sharing her knowledge about Stock Photography. At 
the end of these minutes I have jotted down the highlights of her talk as best I could. 
 
Steve Fowler showed examples we could follow for our next assignment, which is “water”. Here 
are some of them. 

   
 
Steve shared tips about GOBO, which is subtracting light for effect. GOBO means “go 
between”. You can do a combination of adding and subtracting light. Makes a good photo better. 
Mount or use a shade device to remove light from the image. In the photo of the girl he showed, 
left side light was blocked by a shade device. If you don’t have a hand held flag (shade device), 
can use objects like trees (sample photo of guy in red shirt). 

 
 



Lisa Tetzlaff mentioned that photo entries for the Elk River Arts Alliance display are due on 
7/25. Submission fee for members is $15, non-members is $30. Also attached at the end of these 
meeting minutes is the form for submitting your photos. 
 
Larry Wilson requested help for teaching students to make pinhole cameras. This information is 
being passed along to all members via email. 
 
July 16, 2014 - Present Assignment for July – Water. Discuss Assignment for August - Open 
Topic - try something new and outside the box. Also we will have a camera gear swap/sale 
 



Carol Heesen – Stock Photography 
  
Here are some of the highlights I jotted down from her Carol’s talk about stock photography:  
Most magazines, newspapers, webpages, blogs, corporate newsletters, emails all use stock 
photography.  
Two types of stock photography  

• Royalty free – Once it is sold it tends to get used over and over. Should be used for one 
project. Can be sold to multiple entities and from multiple agencies.  

• Rights Managed – Sold for one very specific purpose – set fee for specific use. Records 
need to be kept to control competing uses.  

Most in demand topics for stock photography include:  
• Lifestyle  
• Seniors  
• Interracial  
• Business  
• People  
• Concept shots  

There are a variety of agencies who can handle sale and distribution of your images. Fees and 
commissions can vary widely, as can the volume of sales.  

• Macro agencies sell image for more but will typically offer fewer sales. May be the best 
choice for a unique image that is hard to duplicate  

• Micro agencies sell image for less but will sell far more often. This is a good option for 
your less unique images 

 
Process is similar among all. 

• Submit a sample portfolio (20-50 images). They will look at the quality, subject, etc. If 
rejected they can determine how long before you can resubmit to them. 

• Once you have chosen your image, you must give it all sorts of keywords to insure that 
people can find it. Also give it a title and description to help people find your image.  

• When approved you can continue submitting images to them over and over.  
• Each agency determines how often and how many images you can submit to them.  
• There are a couple of websites that Carol uses to help her with keywords to use for stock 

photos.  
• Stock photos that sell the best include extra space around them so that companies can add 

in text.  
• Photos that tell a story and leave room for cropping also do best.  
• When submitting holiday images, you need to do so 3-4 months before a holiday or they 

will get lost in the clutter of images.  
• If people are in photos you need a model release, even if you can’t see their face.  
• If under 18, you need a parental release as well. Anyone photographed, whether related to 

you or not, must have the model release signed. Can find a model release online or 
through the agency.  

Carol puts a copy of the person’s face onto the copy of the model release form that she keeps so 
that she can remember the images it was related to.  
 
Property releases are needed too if it involves private property.  
 



Editorial images are those like sports events or parades. They don’t require model releases but 
are generally only used for the current time period of the event. Editorial images can not be used 
to promote a product or service, only to report an event. 
 
Average commission that an agency charges for each photo sale is 20-80%. You normally retain 
all rights to your photo. Be sure to read the specifics of each agencies contract.  
 
Generally, you get paid by them after a certain threshold of sales and that is determined by the 
agency contract.  
 
If you are going to be exclusive, they will want all your images. They normally pay a higher rate 
for exclusive images but most photographers report using 5-10 agencies to sell their images. 
 
 



Elk River Arts Alliance Call for Entries – 5th Annual Photography Exhibit 
 



 



Here’s the information that Larry Wilson presented. If you can assist him, please contact 
him. If you need his contact information, just let Jean Davids know. 
 

 



 


